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Candidates as of Feb 2012
Q0-Q6: May 2009 - Sep 2010
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Earth-size planets in the HZ
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Orbital Period in days
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Pinsonneault et al 2012: recalibration of KIC photometry; systematic Teff error
Muirhead et al 2011: IR spectra of 84 cool stars; factor of 2 smaller stellar radii
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The Stellar Sample
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Exoplanet Science in the 
Extended Mission
• KOI Review Team (michael.r.haas@nasa.gov)
• Stellar Characterization (your name here)
• Small Planet Completeness (jessie.l.christiansen@nasa.gov)
• Asteroseismology (gillil@stsci.edu)
• Transit Timing Variations (eford@astro.ufl.edu)
• Eclipsing Binaries (aprsa@villanova.edu)
• False Positive Tracking (Steve.Bryson@nasa.gov)
• Follow-up Observation Program (ciardi@ipac.caltech.edu) 
• Other (Giant Planets, Circumbinary Planets)
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Summary
• 72 Confirmed and/or characterized planets
- rocky, earth-size, HZ, circumbinary, multiples
• 2,321 planet candidates, 1091 of which are new this year
• 16 months of data has been search for transits
• 250 earth-size candidates, one of which (KOI-2124.01) is 
in/near the HZ
• Power-law increase toward small planets down to 2 Re
• Pipeline completeness still improving
• 20% of stars observed to harbor >1 candidate
• Paucity of short-period giants in flat systems
• Small pile-up just outside of low-order resonances
• Stellar classification is high priority for reliable planet radii
• Stellar Variability (6.5-hour) is 50% higher than predicted
• Extending mission from 3.5 to 7.5 years recovers baseline 
performance.
• Extending mission allows for determinations of eta-Earth-
size in the HZ. 
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Distribution of Planet Diameters
For Orbital Periods < 50 Days
Howard et al. 2011, arXiv: 1103.2541
1% of stars have
Planets 8-11 Re
10% of stars have
Planets 2.0-2.8 R
?







Gains cannot be explained solely by longer data 
collection.
N(Q6)/N(Q5)
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Fractional Gains
Rp < 2 Re : 197%
Rp > 2 Re :  52%
P > 50 days : 123%
P < 50 days: 85%
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Factors Affecting Completeness
Sudden Pixel Sensitivity Dropouts:
Transit detection analysis keys off on anomalous event 
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Impact of Measured Noise
Mission design based on a peak at 
20 ppm 
Histogram peaks at 30 ppm
–Yields only 2% completeness for Earth 
analogs in baseline mission
Sensitivity improves as √t
–Noise is uncorrelated in successive 
transits 
– Yields ~50% completeness for 
Earth analogs with 7.5 year mission
Noise Histogram
12th mag targets
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Kepler Input Catalog
• KeplerCam, 1.2-m, Mt. Hopkins
-SDSS g, r, i, z + D51
• Archive data 
-2MASS JHK, USNO-B
• Yields Stellar Parameters:




Brown et al. 2012, AJ, 142, 112 
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Factors Affecting Completeness






















Multi-Quarter Transit Search: 
-Feb 2011 catalog: analysis of Q0-Q5 data based 
on non- pipeline tools to detect long-period events.
-Didn’t benefit from pipeline whitening filters




First generation filters occasionally introduced high frequency 
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Histogram of Total SNR
Turn-over at 9.7-sigma implies pipeline incompleteness. This 
should be greatly improved with PDC-MAP reprocessing.
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Improved Vetting Statistics
0.2 arcsec source offset
9.1 arcsec source offset
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HARPS-N: 3.-6m TNG, Canary Islands; 
commissioned in the spring
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